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Lepton flavor violating processes are obtained from the mixing between ordinary leptons and vectorlike
SU(2)L doublet leptons which may originate in E6 . The effects of this lepton mixing are, however, suppressed
naturally by the hierarchy of the charged lepton masses. In the supersymmetric model, significant effects of
lepton flavor violation may appear rather through slepton mixing, which is in the present case generated by
radiative corrections with ordinary-exotic lepton couplings. We are especially interested in the m→eg decay.
In the model without the bare mass term of vectorlike leptons, the supersymmetric contributions are rather
suppressed due to the approximate U(1)e3U(1)m . It is, however, remarkable that they are substantially
enhanced by tan6 b. Then, Br(m→eg) might be comparable to the experimental bound for large tan b. In the
model with the bare mass term, much larger contributions are obtained through slepton mixing. These inves-
tigations show that the supersymmetric effects on lepton flavor violation due to the vectorlike leptons can be
observed in the near future experiments.
PACS number~s!: 14.60.Hi, 11.30.Fs, 12.60.Jv, 13.35.Bv
I. INTRODUCTION
The E6 supersymmetric ~SUSY! grand unified theory
~GUT! and the E83E88 superstring theory are good candi-
dates for unified theories of elementary particle physics.
While such theories manifest themselves at the ultrahigh en-
ergy scale (*1016 GeV), it is natural to expect that they
have some effects on physics at the electroweak scale
(;102 GeV) @1#. It is, however, difficult to determine pre-
cisely what effective theory actually appears at the elec-
troweak scale. This may be understood by considering the
facts that the E6 SUSY GUT has many possible symmetry
breaking patterns and that the superstring theory has many
possible compactification patterns. Hence, in the present ex-
perimental circumstances, it will not be so useful to perform
detailed investigations on specific models. We are rather in-
terested in the general aspects of the low-energy effects of
the unified theories. Particularly, in this article we study the
effects on lepton physics at the electroweak scale. In the
standard model, the lepton number and flavor are conserved
automatically. Hence, if the processes violating these quan-
tum numbers are observed, including the neutrino masses
and oscillations, m→eg , m→3e , and so on, they indeed
provide important information of new physics above the
electroweak scale.
In the supersymmetric models with supergravity scenario
@2#, which would be derived from the unified theories, the
renormalization effects on the soft supersymmetry breaking
terms may induce sizable lepton flavor violation. These lep-
ton flavor violating renormalization effects are actually ob-
tained in the SUSY GUT @3–5# and the minimal supersym-
metric standard model ~MSSM! with heavy right-handed
neutrinos @6–8#. Here, as another intriguing possibility for
lepton flavor violation, we investigate the supersymmetric
standard model incorporating vectorlike SU(2)L doublet lep-
tons @9,10#. Especially, the significant slepton mixing may be
generated by radiative corrections with the couplings be-
tween the ordinary leptons and these exotic leptons. It is
remarkable that this new physics with exotic leptons can be
discovered just around the electroweak scale in contrast to
the cases of GUT and right-handed neutrinos.
The present model is motivated by the E6 type unifica-
tion. The E6 27 representation contains one generation of the
ordinary quarks and leptons in the standard model, the vec-
torlike SU(2)L singlet quarks, the vectorlike SU(2)L doublet
leptons, the right-handed neutrino, and the SU(2)L singlet
Higgs field. The ordinary left-handed neutrinos may acquire
Majorana masses through the seesaw mechanism with the
right-handed neutrinos @11#. These ordinary neutrino masses
can be very small as required phenomenologically, if the
right-handed neutrinos are superheavy or if they have ex-
tremely small Yukawa couplings with the left-handed lepton
doublets. Hence, given the small ordinary neutrino masses,
we do not consider further the effects of the right-handed
neutrinos in the electroweak physics. In this investigation,
we concentrate on the lepton flavor violating effects of the
vectorlike lepton doublets (L ,Lc) and their scalar superpart-
ners. Specifically, these supersymmetric effects of the exotic
leptons may provide the significant Br(m→eg), while the
lepton flavor changing neutral currents ~FCNC’s! at the tree
level are suppressed naturally by the hierarchy of the charged
lepton masses.
The down type quark singlets (Dc,D);3¯C13C are also
present in the E6 unification, which may form the 5¯15 of
SU~5! subgroup with (L ,Lc);2L12L . The survival of these
exotic particles to the electroweak scale depends on the sym-
metry breakings. The 2L-3C mass splitting in the 5 can be
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realized with suitable Higgs multiplets, e.g., the 351 of E6
including the 24 of SU~5!, as usually considered to obtain the
light SU(2)L doublet Higgs field. Hence, it is possible that
(L ,Lc) survive while (Dc,D) become superheavy in the 27.
It may also be considered in the superstring theory that
(L ,Lc) become light while (Dc,D) do not in the 27127. On
the other hand, (Dc,D) and (L ,Lc) are expected to survive
together for the gauge coupling unification. Even in this case,
(Dc,D) and (L ,Lc) may originate in different 27’s and/or
(27127)’s. Then, it should be noted in these cases, whether
(Dc,D) survive or not, that the simple E6 relations no longer
hold for the Yukawa couplings after the E6 breaking. In
particular, the flavor violating couplings with (L ,Lc) may be
described independently of those with (Dc,D). Given this
general situation, we concentrate on the lepton flavor viola-
tion with (L ,Lc) in the present article. A detailed examina-
tion of the quark flavor violation with (Dc,D), particularly
the supersymmetric effects, is reserved for a separate publi-
cation. ~Such supersymmetric effects are investigated in Ref.
@10# in a context different from the present one.! Of course,
if (Dc,D) and (L ,Lc) originate in the same 27, the flavor
violating effects of these exotic leptons and quarks will be
provided from some common E6 coupling. In this specific
case, the calculations made in the present analysis for the
lepton flavor violation such as m→eg can be extended
readily for the quark flavor violation such as K0-K¯ 0 mixing.
Simple order estimates, as will be quoted occasionally in the
text, indicate that the constraints from the quark flavor vio-
lating effects are in fact less stringent than those from the
lepton flavor violating effects.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
the lepton mixing in the presence of vectorlike lepton dou-
blets. Then, the contributions to Br(m→eg) due to the
ordinary-exotic lepton mixing are shown to be negligibly
small. In Sec. III, we investigate the slepton mixing gener-
ated by radiative corrections with the ordinary-exotic lepton
couplings. Significant contributions to Br(m→eg) can be
obtained from this slepton mixing. Sec. IV is devoted to the
summary.
II. THE LEPTON MIXING
In this section, we describe the lepton mixing including
the vectorlike lepton doublets, which contributes to the lep-
ton flavor changing processes such as m→eg . We show that
the modification of the gauge interactions provided by this
lepton mixing is fairly suppressed even if the relevant flavor
violating Yukawa couplings take significant values. This fea-
ture is indeed attributed to the mass hierarchy between ordi-
nary leptons and exotic leptons.
The ordinary leptons are represented by l i[(n i ,ei) and
ei
c with the subscript i51,2,3 for the generations. The vec-
torlike leptons and singlet Higgs field are also listed as fol-
lows with their quantum numbers of the SU(2)L3U(1)Y :
L[l45S NE D :~2,21/2!, Lc5S EcNc D :~2,1/2 !, S:~1,0!.
~1!
We here describe the case with one generation of L and Lc
for simplicity. It is straightforward to extend the analysis for
several generations of vectorlike leptons, and similar results
are obtained for the lepton flavor violating processes. We
examine two typical models in the following, for which dis-
tinct results will be obtained concerning the supersymmetric
contributions to the lepton number violating processes such
as m→eg .
In the first model, the superpotential relevant for the lep-






where a5i ,4 and i , j51,2,3. The Higgs fields include the
pair of SU(2)L doublets H1 and H2 and the singlet S. The
vacuum expectation value ~VEV! of S gives the mass terms
involving the exotic lepton doublets L and Lc as well as the
m term for the Higgs doublets H1 and H2 . The R-parity
invariance is assumed for the lepton number conservation.
The Z3 symmetry is also assumed to exclude the mass term
of S which is independent of the electroweak scale. ~The
cosmological domain wall problem associated with the spon-
taneous breaking of Z3 may be evaded by introducing small
explicit breaking in the higher order terms.! The coupling
matrices in Eq. ~2! may be simplified without loss of gener-
ality by redefinition of the relevant fields at some unification
scale such as the gravitational scale M G . The elements l1
4 j
in the 433 coupling matrix l1 can be eliminated by an
appropriate unitary transformation among the left-handed
doublets l i and l4[L . Then, the submatrix l1
i j can be diago-
nalized by a redefinition of the ordinary leptons. Accord-
ingly, we may take
l1~M G!5S d i jl1ii0 D . ~3!
Furthermore, the components of l12l4 can all be made real
and non-negative.
In the second model, the above form of l1 is realized in
terms of another Z3 , under which the nontrivial transforma-
tions of the relevant fields are given by
L→vL , Lc→v*Lc, S→vS , H2→v*H2 ~4!
with v351. Then, we have a bare mass term for L and Lc by
making the following replacement in the superpotential ~2!:
l2
44LLcS @model ~1 !#→M LLLc @model ~2 !# . ~5!
In the lepton basis where the l1(M G) is given by Eq. ~3!,
the ordinary-exotic lepton couplings l2
i4 provide the source
of lepton flavor violation. The lepton flavor violating ele-
ments in l1 are then generated at M W through the renormal-
ization group evolution with these couplings l2
i4
. The renor-
malization group equations for the Yukawa couplings are
given in the model ~1! by





























































The renormalization group equations in the model ~2! are
also obtained by setting l2
4450 in the above equations. Then,
we have the leading corrections for the off-diagonal elements













Hence, even if l1
a j(M G)50 (aÞ j) at M G as given in Eq.
~3!, these flavor changing elements of the l1 coupling arise
at M W . It should here be remarked that these corrections for
l1 are in fact proportional to the corresponding diagonal
elements l1
j j
. It should also be mentioned that in the model
~2! l1
4 j[0 and l2
44[0, which is ensured by the Z3 symmetry
~4!.
The mass terms of the leptons are produced by the
vacuum expectations values ~VEV’s! of the Higgs fields,
^H1&5S v10 D , ^H2&5S 0v2 D , ^S&5v3 , ~9!
where v5(v121v22)1/2.174 GeV and tan b5v2 /v1 . These
VEV’s may acquire nonvanishing phases introducing a new
source of CP violation. We, however, do not consider this
possibility for simplicity, and therefore take the real VEV’s.
Then, the charged lepton mass matrix is given at M W by
M E5S l1i jv1 l2i4v3l14 jv1 l244v3D . ~10!
It should here be remembered that l2
44v3→M L in the model
~2!. This 434 real matrix is diagonalized by two orthogonal
matrices UE and VE as
UE
TM EVE5diag~me ,mm ,mt ,M E!. ~11!
The neutral lepton mass matrix is also produced as
MN 5S 2l2i4v32l244v3D . ~12!
This 431 real matrix is diagonalized with an orthogonal
matrix ON as
ON
T MN 5S 0M N D . ~13!




where the radiative corrections ~8! for the l1 coupling are
considered. The masses of the exotic leptons are also given
by





The zero modes in Eq. ~13! are the three generations of or-
dinary neutrinos. It is noticed that the orthogonal matrix ON
is not determined uniquely at this stage. An arbitrary 333
transformation, say On8 , to redefine the ~approximately!
massless ordinary neutrinos can be incorporated in ON . The
ordinary neutrinos may acquire very small Majorana masses
through the seesaw mechanism with the right-handed neutri-
nos of SU(2)L singlet. Then, the neutrino mixing matrix ON
is determined completely.
We here consider some relevant properties of the trans-
formation matrices UE , VE , and ON. First, the orthogonal
transformation VE , which represents the right-handed
charged lepton mixing, diagonalizes the matrix M E
TM E . By
considering the structure of M E
TM E from Eq. ~10! with Eq.
~8!, the right-handed ordinary-exotic lepton mixing in VE ,
which is relevant for describing the gauge interactions as
seen below, is estimated in the leading order ~with M E;v3
for definiteness! as
~VE! i4.2~VE!4i;~mei /M E!l2
i4
. ~16!
It should here be remarked that the right-handed lepton mix-
ing effects are suppressed sufficiently by the mass ratios
mei
/M E with the experimental bound M E.97.0 GeV @12#,
even if the ordinary-exotic lepton couplings l2
i4 take signifi-
cant values. On the other hand, the left-handed ordinary-
exotic lepton mixings in UE and ON are estimated as




where the ambiguity in ON as mentioned above is extracted
explicitly by suitably choosing the orthogonal transformation
On8 of the ordinary neutrinos. These left-handed mixings are
no longer suppressed by mei /M E . Here, we note the simi-
larity between UE for the charged leptons and ON for the
neutral leptons. In fact, the effective combination of left-
handed lepton mixing is estimated as
~UE
TON! i4.2~UE
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This similarity of the left-handed lepton mixings described in
terms of the l2
i4 couplings and the ordinary-exotic lepton
mass ratios is indeed stable against the radiative corrections.
It can be understood by noting the following facts. ~i! By
setting l1
ii50 at M G in Eq. ~8!, we have l1
a j[0 at any scales
as seen from Eq. ~6!. Then, M E essentially coincides with
MN , and they are diagonalized with the left-handed lepton
transformation UE5ON to eliminate the l2
i4v3 term. ~ii! The
change l1→2l1 of the Yukawa coupling in M E is compen-
sated by the change ei
c→2eic of the right-handed ordinary
leptons. This means that the sign change of l1 does not
affect the left-handed lepton mixing. Hence, by considering
~i! and ~ii! we find that the difference between UE and ON
should appear at the second order of l1
a j(M W);l1j j
;me j /v1 . ~iii! By setting l2
i4(M G)50 so that l2i450 at any
scales, the l1 coupling remains to be diagonal even if the
radiative corrections are included. Hence, in this limit with
l2
i450, M E and MN are diagonal, and the complete similarity
follows with UE5ON514 ~434 unit matrix!.
It can be shown that the flavor violating gauge couplings
of leptons are suppressed naturally due to the smallness of
(VE) i4 and the similarity between UE and ON . The charged










where Ea[(ei ,E) and Na[(n i ,N) (a5124) represent the
four-component Dirac spinors of the lepton mass eigenstates,
and PL and PR are the chiral projections to the left-handed
and right-handed parts, respectively. This charged gauge in-
teraction is relevant for the m→eg decay. The lepton flavor
violating terms with the factors (UETON)ab (aÞb) are appar-
ently induced in the left-handed couplings of Eq. ~20!. How-
ever, due to the similarity between UE and ON as shown in
Eqs. ~18! and ~19!, they are almost rotated out with the suit-
able redefinition On8 of the ordinary neutrinos neglecting the
tiny neutrino masses mn i. The flavor changing right-handed
couplings are also suppressed by the small factors (VE)4i , as
shown in Eq. ~16!. Hence, the effects of the charged gauge
interaction appear to be extremely small for the lepton flavor
violating processes.
The neutral gauge interaction of charged leptons coupled
to Z boson is given by
LZ5LZ01
1
2 ~g2 cos uW1g1 sin uW!
3~VE!4a~VE!4bE¯agmPREbZm , ~21!
where LZ0 represents the usual flavor diagonal part which is
obtained by turning off the ordinary-exotic lepton mixing.
The lepton flavor violating term appears only in the right-
handed couplings of Eq. ~21!. This is because the left-handed
leptons all form the SU~2!L doublets. Since the FCNC’s
of ordinary leptons in Eq. ~21! are proportional to
(VE)4i(VE)4 j , their effects are fairly suppressed by the small
mass ratios (mei /M E)(me j /M E). If the quark singlets
(Dc,D) are also present, they may have the flavor violating
coupling which has the common E6 origin with the l2 cou-
pling of (L ,Lc). In this case, the FCNC’s of ordinary quarks
appear as well to be negligibly small due to the suppression
factors (mdi /M D)(md j /M D).
We now estimate the contributions to the m→eg decay
which are provided by these gauge interactions. We will in
fact observe below that these contributions are negligibly
small. The decay amplitude of m→eg is generally given by
T~m→eg!5eea* u¯e~p2q !@ isabqb~ALPL1ARPR!#um~p !.
~22!
Then, the decay rate is calculated by
G~m→eg!5 116p e
2mm
3 ~ uALu21uARu2!. ~23!
The contributions to the amplitudes AL and AR are provided
by the one-loop diagrams with the intermediate states of the
neural leptons ~W mediated! and charged leptons ~Z medi-
ated!. We can see from Eqs. ~16!–~19! that all these dia-
grams include the significant suppression factor (me /
M E)(mm /M E);1028. Then, the W and Z contributions to














Therefore, the flavor violating gauge couplings induced by
the ordinary-exotic lepton mixing provide tiny contributions
;10221 to the branching ratio Br(m→eg). This feature is
actually confirmed by numerical calculations.
III. THE SLEPTON MIXING
In the supersymmetric model, significant effects of flavor
violation may be obtained through the slepton mixing. It is
expected that the supersymmetry breaking is provided in the
minimal supergravity model with the soft terms at the gravi-
tational scale M G;1018 GeV, including the common slepton
masses squared m l˜ab
2
5m0
2dab , etc., the A terms Ak
5a0m0lk , and the gaugino masses m1 and m2 . We have
seen that in the present sort of models the original source of
lepton flavor violation is the ordinary-exotic lepton couplings
l2
i4
. At the tree-level with the universal soft supersymmetry
breaking terms, however, the flavor violating effects of these
couplings are still suppressed by the ordinary-exotic lepton
mass ratio mei /M E , since the lepton and slepton mass ma-
trices are diagonalized simultaneously in this limit. Signifi-
cant effects of flavor violation are rather provided from the
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radiative corrections on the soft terms which are generated
with the ordinary-exotic lepton couplings l2
i4
.
The soft mass terms and A-terms at the electroweak scale
M W deviate from the universal forms through the renormal-
ization group evolution @13#. In the leading order approxima-

































































































2m1!G log M GM W . ~31!
We should set l2
4450 for the model ~2! in these formulas.
Because of these radiative corrections, the slepton mass ma-
trices and the corresponding lepton mass matrices are no
longer diagonalized simultaneously, providing the new
source of lepton flavor violation in the slepton mixing. Then,
this slepton mixing is expected to contribute significantly to
the m→eg decay. The lepton-slepton interactions with the
neutralinos xa
0 (a5125) and the charginos xk6 (k51,2),
which are relevant for m→eg , are given, respectively, by
Lx05NaaAR E¯aPRxa0 E˜A1NaaAL E¯aPLxa0 E˜A1H.c. ~32!
and
Lx65CakKR E¯aPRxk2N˜ K1CakKL E¯aPLxk2N˜ K1H.c., ~33!
where E˜A (A5128) and N˜ K (K5125) are the slepton
mass eigenstates. The coupling coefficients are given in
terms of the transformation matrices to diagonalize the mass
matrices of leptons, sleptons, charginos, and neutralinos.
We here evaluate the decay rate of m→eg which is pro-
vided by the slepton mixing. By calculating the one-loop
diagrams for the m→eg process mediated by the neutralinos
and charginos, as shown in Fig. 1, we obtain the contribu-












L* f 2~xaA!G , ~34!
AL
~n !5AR












L* f 4~xkK!G , ~36!
AL
~c !5AR
~c !~R↔L !, ~37!




xkK[(M xk¯ /MN˜ K)
2
. We estimate below Br(m→eg) with
these contributions for the model ~1! and ~2!. We will see
that these models provide quite different results. In fact,
these supersymmetric contributions are rather suppressed in
the model ~1! with the extra factor involving me as well as
mm .
FIG. 1. One-loop diagrams for the m→eg process mediated by
the slepton mixing.
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A. Model 1
The charged slepton mass matrix is given as
ME˜
2
5S M E˜LL2 M E˜LR2M E˜RL2 M E˜RR2 D , ~38!
where L and R represent the chirality of the corresponding
leptons. The neutral slepton mass matrix is also given in a
similar form. In order to see the flavor changing structure of
the lepton-slepton-gaugino interactions, it is suitable to trans-
form this slepton mass matrix by the orthogonal matrices
which diagonalize the lepton mass matrix:
ME˜
28
5S UET 00 VETDME˜2S UE 00 VED . ~39!
The universality for the soft supersymmetry breaking at M G
is violated at M W due to the renormalization group effects.
Then, the reduced slepton mass matrix ME˜
28 involves the
flavor changing elements.
In the model ~1!, the components of the slepton mass













!T5xLRm0M E1xLR8 m0~0 MN!
1m0






2S 0 00 1 D
1m0
2S d i jcRRi ~l1ii!2 00 0 D , ~42!
where xLL , . . .;1 are the relevant parameters. The terms pro-
portional to the 434 unit matrix 14 as well as those given by
the charged lepton mass matrix M E are diagonalized by the
transformation in Eq. ~39!. The term given by the neutral
lepton mass matrix MN is almost diagonalized by the simi-
larity of UE
TON . The third term of Eq. ~42! provides a con-
tribution (VE)4i(VE)4 j for the slepton mixing, which is
substantially suppressed by the lepton mass ratios (mei /
M E)(me j /M E). The remaining terms involve the Yukawa
couplings l1
ii;mei /v1 . Among these contributions in the
model ~1!, the significant flavor mixing arises from the









j j!2~VE! j j .
~43!
It is here noted that the right-handed ordinary charged lepton
mixing induced by the ordinary-exotic lepton mixing is re-








j4 ~ iÞ j !. ~44!
By considering these arguments on the slepton mixing,
the dominant contribution from the neutralino couplings to













Here, the right-handed m˜c- e˜ c slepton mixing ;(l122)2(VE)12
given by Eqs. ~43! and ~44! is used for the eR-m˜c-x0 vertex,
and the chirality flip ;l3l1
22v2v3 of the intermediate m˜ state
is provided by the uFH1u
2 term. The chargino couplings pro-
vide a contribution of the same order as Eq. ~45!, where the
chirality flipping N˜ - e˜ c slepton mixing given by
(OETMN˜ LR
2 )41 /m0;(me /m0)tan bl214 is used for the eR-N˜ -x0
vertex, and the left-handed N˜ - n˜m slepton mixing in the in-
termediate state is provided by (OETMN˜ LL
2 )42 /m02
;(mm /M W)2 tan bl224 . Accordingly, in the model ~1! the
















where v3;m0 is considered for definiteness. These contribu-
tions should be compared to the nonsupersymmetric contri-
butions given in Eq. ~24!. Although these supersymmetric
contributions have the specific dependence on the relevant
lepton masses similar to Eq. ~24!, it can be enhanced signifi-









It should here be remarked as seen in Eq. ~46! that in the
model ~1! the chirality of the charged leptons is mainly
specified as mL
2→eR2g .
The dependence of the decay amplitudes on both me and
mm , as seen in Eq. ~46!, can be understood as follows by
means of approximate flavor symmetries. Set l1
11(M G)50 in
Eq. ~3!. Then, we can make l2
14(M G)50 by a suitable trans-
formation of the left-handed lepton doublets l1 and l45L ,
while keeping l1(M G) with l111(M G)50. In this limit, a
flavor symmetry U~1!e appears under the phase transforma-
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tion l1→eial1 and e1c→e2iae1c . If the universal form is as-
sumed for the supersymmetry breaking terms at M G , this
flavor symmetry U~1!e is still preserved in the limit
l1
11(M G)50. This is the case even if the renormalization
group corrections are included. Therefore, we find that in the
limit l1
11(M G)50 corresponding to me50, the m→eg de-
cay is prevented for the electron number conservation by the
U~1!e . Similarly, the decay amplitudes of m→eg depend on
mm as well due to the approximate U~1!m symmetry. It
should further be remarked that even for the case with sev-
eral pairs of vectorlike lepton doublets, the m→eg decay
amplitudes are dominantly given by Eq. ~46! in the model ~1!
without the bare mass term M LLLc. This can be justified by
extending readily the above symmetry argument.
In order to confirm the estimate of Br(m→eg) given in
Eq. ~47!, we have made numerical calculations by taking
reasonable values of the model parameters. In the model ~1!,
the most important parameters are tan b and l2
i4 for the
ordinary-exotic lepton mixing. The values of l1
ii are deter-
mined so as to reproduce the actual lepton masses
me ,mm ,mt . The exotic leptons E and N have typically the
masses M E.M N;100 GeV by taking l2
44;0.3 and v3
;500 GeV.
In Fig. 2, Br(m→eg) is shown as a function of l214l224 by
taking randomly the values of l2
i4
. We have also taken typi-
cally tan b520, v35500 GeV, m05100 GeV, a051, m1
5100 GeV, l2
4450.3, l350.6, and l450.5. It is clearly
observed in Fig. 2 that Br(m→eg) is roughly proportional to
(l214l224)2, as indicated in Eq. ~47!.
The relation between Br(m→eg) and tan b is shown in
Fig. 3. Here, we have taken typically v35500 GeV, m0
5200 GeV, a050, m15200 GeV, l2
a450.3, l350.6, and
l450.5. This result indicates the strong tan b dependence as
Br(m→eg)}tan6 b. It is, in particular, interesting that if
tan b is larger than 20, Br(m→eg) might be comparable to
the experimental bound 1.2310211 @14#.
As for the m→3e decay, the penguin diagrams associated
with Fig. 1 provide dominant contributions in the present
model with Br(m→3e)/Br(m→eg);731023, as is usu-
ally the case @7#. The tree-level Z mediated FCNC’s given in
Eq. ~21! provide only a contribution smaller by a few orders.
We have also the supersymmetric contributions to t→eg
and t→mg , which are estimated in Eq. ~47! by replacing the
relevant charged lepton masses and the l2
i4 couplings. In







which can be comparable to the experimental bound
1.131026 @15#. Therefore, in the model ~1! the t→mg de-
cay seems to be more promising to observe the lepton flavor
violation due to the ordinary-exotic lepton mixing with su-
persymmetry.
The l2 coupling may also contribute to the flavor viola-
tion in the quark sector if the quark singlets (Dc,D) survive
as well to the electroweak scale in the E6 unification. Then,








24 tan2 b ,
which are the same as the right-handed slepton mixings
given in Eqs. ~43! with ~44!. It is clearly found that even for
tan b;50 this squark mixing is much smaller than the bound
;1022 obtained from the K0-K¯ 0 system @16#.
B. Model 2
In the model ~2!, we have more significant contributions
for the right-handed decay amplitudes. This is because the
U~1!e3U~1!m considered in the case of model ~1! is substan-
tially violated due to the presence of bare mass term M LLLc
FIG. 2. The relation between Br(m→eg) and l214l224 is plotted
in the model ~1! for tan b520. The points represent the branching
ratio for random values of l2
i4
.
FIG. 3. The relation between Br(m→eg) and tan b is plotted in
the model ~1! for l2
a450.3.
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of the vectorlike lepton doublets. Actually, the soft super-
symmetry breaking mass terms for the ordinary slepton dou-
blets l˜ and the vectorlike slepton doublet L˜ acquire the
renormalization group corrections in somewhat different way
with l2







2S 0 00 1 D→M E˜LL2 ,MN˜ LL2 . ~49!
This extra term provides the significant mixing for the left-
handed sleptons as
~M E˜LL
28 ! i j /m0
2;~MN˜ LL







where the similarity UE.ON is considered. These left-
handed slepton mixings can be taken for the one-loop dia-
grams similar to those considered in the model ~1! with
chirality change L↔R . Then, we obtain the contributions to












It is here important that these supersymmetric contributions
are no longer suppressed by the very small extra factor
memm /M W
2 as seen in Eq. ~46! for the model ~1!. We roughly
estimate the branching ratio as
Br~m→eg!; 3a32p tan






As seen in Eq. ~51!, the chirality of the charged leptons is
mainly specified as mR
2→eL2g in the model ~2! contrary to
the case of model ~1!. It is also mentioned that this signifi-
cant supersymmetric contribution to Br(m→eg) may be ob-
tained even in the model ~1!, if the soft slepton masses
squared m l˜
2
are different between l˜i and l˜45L˜ already at M G
for some reason.
We have also made numerical calculations to evaluate
Br(m→eg) in the model ~2! with the bare mass term, which
is expected to be much larger than in the model ~1!. In Fig. 4,
Br(m→eg) is shown as a function of l214l224 by taking ran-
domly the values of l2
i4
. We have also taken typically
tan b55, v35500 GeV, m05300 GeV, a051, m1
5300 GeV, M L5100 GeV, l350.8, and l450.7. It is
clearly observed in Fig. 4 that Br(m→eg) is roughly pro-
portional to (l214l224)2, as indicated in Eq. ~52!. It is interest-
ing to observe in Fig. 4 that Br(m→eg) becomes compa-
rable to the experimental bound 1.2310211 @14# for the
rather small ordinary-exotic couplings (l214l224)1/2;0.02
with the moderate value of tan b;5.
The relation between Br(m→eg) and the gravitino mass
m0 is shown in Fig. 5 for m0<3 TeV with somewhat larger
l2
i450.07, where the other parameters are taken typically as
tan b55, v35500 GeV, a051, m151000 GeV, M L
5100 GeV, l350.8, and l450.7. It is here noticed that
cancellation between the neutralino and chargino contribu-
tions occurs for certain values of m0 , where Br(m→eg)
becomes substantially small. It is also remarkable in the
model ~2! that even for the relatively large soft supersymme-
try breaking with m0;1 TeV, Br(m→eg) can be compa-
rable to the experimental bound by taking the relatively large
ordinary-exotic lepton couplings l2
i4;0.1.
We have also the supersymmetric contributions to t
→eg and t→mg , which are estimated in Eq. ~51! by replac-
ing mm with mt and the l2
i4 couplings. The resultant branch-
ing ratios of t→eg and t→mg are similar to that of m
→eg , since they are almost independent of mt in this case.
Therefore, by considering the experimental bounds on the
branching ratios, the m→eg seems to be more promising to
FIG. 4. The relation between Br(m→eg) and l214l224 is plotted
in the model ~2! for tan b55. The points represent the branching
ratio for random values of l2
i4
.
FIG. 5. The relation between Br(m→eg) and the gravitino mass
m0 is plotted in the model ~2! for m0<3 TeV with l2
i450.07 and
tan b55.
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observe the lepton flavor violation in the model ~2! with the
bare mass term, if the ordinary-exotic lepton couplings l2
i4
are comparable to each other.
The possible contributions of the l2 coupling to the flavor
violation in the quark sector are estimated in this model ~2!
as follows. We have here the significant left-handed squark
mixings such as (MD˜ LL
28 )12 /m02;l214l224 , which is the same
as the left-handed slepton mixings given in Eq. ~50!. Then, a
constraint l2
14l2
24&1022 is placed from the K0-K¯ 0 system
@16#. This constraint is, however, less stringent than that
from the m→eg .
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have investigated the lepton flavor vio-
lating processes, especially the m→eg decay, which are ob-
tained from the mixing between the ordinary leptons and the
vectorlike leptons. Although the lepton FCNC’s appear at the
tree level, their effects are small naturally because of the
hierarchy of the charged lepton masses. Hence, the fine tun-
ing of parameters is not necessary to suppress the FCNC’s
sufficiently. In the supersymmetric model, significant effects
of lepton flavor violation are obtained from the slepton mix-
ing which is generated by radiative corrections with the
ordinary-exotic lepton couplings. In the model ~1! without
the bare mass term of the vectorlike lepton doublets, the
supersymmetric contributions to the m→eg decay are rather
suppressed by me as well as mm due to the approximate
U~1!e3U~1!m symmetry, which is similar to the gauge boson
mediated contributions. It is, however, remarkable that these
supersymmetric contributions to Br(m→eg) are substan-
tially enhanced by the factor tan6 b compared to the gauge
boson mediated contributions. Then, if tan b is larger than
20, Br(m→eg) might be comparable to the present experi-
mental bound. In the model ~2! with the bare mass term,
much larger contributions to Br(m→eg) are obtained
through the slepton mixing. In either case we have shown
that the slepton mixing contributions to the m→eg decay
can be large enough to be observed in the near future experi-
ments. It should also be noted that in the model ~1! the t
→mg decay may be more promising as seen in Eq. ~48!.
The discovery of m→eg clearly indicates the new phys-
ics. The supersymmetric contributions to the m→eg decay
have been considered so far in the literature for other super-
symmetric models such as the SUSY GUT @3–5# and the
MSSM with right-handed neutrinos @6–8#. The predictions
of Br(m→eg) in these models are within reach of the future
experiments. These are, however, the effects of ultra high
energy physics much above the electroweak scale. In the
supersymmetric model with vectorlike leptons, which may
be motivated by the E6 type unification, the significant con-
tributions to the m→eg decay can be obtained due to the
exotic leptons and their scalar partners which exist just
around the electroweak scale. Therefore, the direct experi-
mental search is feasible for these new particles @12,17#. It is
also observed in the model ~2! with the bare mass term of
vectorlike leptons that even if the soft supersymmetry break-
ing scale is around 1 TeV, Br(m→eg) can be comparable to
the current experimental bound with relatively large
ordinary-exotic lepton couplings. These features are salient
to the supersymmetric model with vectorlike leptons in con-
trast to the other supersymmetric models.
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